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Cases Are Heard
In Court Of Judge
Hall McCuiston

W. F. Johnson
Rites Scheduled

E. B. Howton Honored Today As Building
Named After Him; At MSU For 30 Years

Missionary Guest
Speaker At Girls
Auxiliary Program

ISC
S.

Grand Jury Is
Released After
Report Is Given

Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway County
Mrs. Jim (Vennie) Stephens
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston
of Murray died Tuesday at
during the past two weeks. Re12:35 p.m. at the Murray-Callolin1l1111111111111nahanwts
mews
cords show the following ocFellow was filling out a form way County Hospital. She was
curred.
which called for the reason his 76 years of age.
lit
_ Pr
Warren Ray Teague, Nortonfather died, if deceased. Since
The deceased was the widow
ville, (Murray- State University),
his father was hanged, he hesi- of the late Jim Stephens. She
fishing without a license, fined
tated in putting down this fact, is survived by two daughters,
$15.00 costs $18.00; Department
but finally wrote down "He was Mrs. J. R. Mahan of Murray and
of Fish and Wildlife.
attending a public function, Mrs. Irene Lindsey of Mayfield;
William Douglas Bush, Murwhen the platform on which three grandchildren; one great
ray Route Five, fishing withThe May Grand Jury was re- ing on in the Center at the
•
,!ie was standing gave way and grandchild.
out a license, fined $15.013 costs leased today by Circuit Judge time of our visit, and it seems
he was killed."
Funeral services will be held
$18.00; Department of Fish and James Lassiter after they had to serve many community uses.
Thursday at three p.m. at the
Wildlife.
returned fifteen indictments
The Board of Health should
William Feather says "wise Byrn Funeral Home chapel,
Joe Wilson, public drunken- and made a report to him con- give attention to the replacemen learn from fools but fools Mayfield, with Elder Fred Wilness, given 20 days in jail; cerning the county operated ment of the gutters on this
never learn from wise men." liams officiating.
Jailer.
establishments.
building and to carry out the
Pallbearers will be Paul StepDedication ceremonies for the now agriculture engineering building at Murray State
James - Ronald
Burkeen,
Following is the complete re- plans for redecoration.
Rationalizing is a favorite pas- hens, Willie Stephens, Scottie
University, located on North 16th Street, will his held today at 3:30 p.m.
speeding, fined $10.00 costs port of the Grand Jury as given
The parking lot at the Health
time today Possibly it always Leon Stephens, Smith Stephens,
The building, which Is already In use, will be named for E. B. Howton, chairman of
to Judge Lassiter.
$18.00; State Police.
Center needs immediate attenhas been. When a fellow rat- Roy A. Heath, and Roger
the agriculture department and member of the MSU faculty since 1937.
Cratis Colson, public drunktion to prevent permanent deionalizes he blames all of his Heath.
We, the members of the May, terioration and damage.
enness, fined $10.00 costs $18.shortcomings on everything and
The interment will be in the
1968 Grand Jury of Calloway
00; Jailer.
The sidewalk in front of the
anything. He is very careful to Maplewood Cemetery with the
David Maupin, 209 South 13th County, Kentucky, would now Health Center needs raising
miss the real reason for his arrangements by the Byrn FunStreet, cold checking, amended respectfully report that we have since it is lower than the aderal Home, Mayfield, where frishortcomings, himself.
to breach of peace, fined $10.00 considered all offenses brought joining yard and water stands
ends may call.
costs $25.00. restitution $21.00; to our attention and all offens- on the walk.
14e can blame the times, soces of which we had knowledge The vacant lot jst of
Sheriff.
iety. lack of opportunity, most
nowOpal Golden, Cape Girardeau, and we return herewith 15 in- the Health Center nee,
anything but himself.
Mo., fishing without a license, dictments.
ing and this should be repo11Professor E B. Howton, head formally aecucateo and
stock
sales
and
show
pavilion
named
The Grand Jury: would now ed to the proper authorities.
fined $15.00 costs $18.00: Deof the agriculture department after him
That's human nature of course.
for the university farm.
Fish and Wildlife. report that they have inspected
County Garage
It is a rare person who knows
Funeral services for W. F.
The livestock pavilion is partment of
Howton, who has been with
Robert G. Ervin, Cape Girar- the properties owned by the
The County Garage needs a
himself to the degree that he Johnson of 404 North Third at Murray State University, the agriculture department at named for A. Carman, the first
'admits he is trying to kid him- Street will be held Thursday at will be honored today when Murray since the fall of 1937, chairman of the MSU agricul- deau, Mo.. fishing without a County and that our inspection (ccntinued on Page Five)
license, fined $15.00 costs causes us to now make the folself.
two p.m. at the chapel of the the
new agriculture engineer- has played a significant part ture department.
$18.00; Department of Fish and lowing recommendations:
Max H. Churchill funeral Home ing
Born
in
in
1903
bringing
the
about
MSU
3%
miles
agriculbuilding at MSC will be
Jair
Wildlife.
Two spinsters were witnessing with Rev. Lloyd Ramerlrfficiatture program to its present west of Dawson Springs, HowWe visited the new County
Mike Boren, cold checking,
the departure of their much- ing.
ton .grew up in the era of the
level.
fined $10.00 costs $25.00, restit- Jail and wish to commend the
married friend on another hoPallbearers will be Joe Dick,
Since he became chairman of
Magistrates and Fiscal Court
ution $6.00; Sheriff.
(Continued
on
neymoon. "She's been married Gene Landolt, Robert Perry,
Page
the department in 1959, the deFive)
William C. Cornell, 1501 for this new and modern facilso many times," one told the Robert Moyer, Max B. Hurt, and
partment has grown from aStory Avenue, fishing without ity. We found it clean, neat,
other, "The only way she'll H. Glenn Doran.
bout 100 students to 350 stua
license, fined $15.00 costs and functional. We would restill get a thrill from Niagara
Johnson died Tuesday at the
dents. Forty-two of these are
$18.00; Department of Fish and commend that as soon as posFalls will be to go over it in a Murray-Calloway County HosMrs. Bill Clark Thomas, Sou- working on the masters degrees
sible, attention be given to
Wildlife.
barrel".
pital at the age of 83. He is thern Baptist missionary to in agriculture.
Durward D. Baxter, Coving- landscaping the lot.
survived by his wife. Mrs. Zula Malaysia, will be the special
The faculty has increased
Congressman Frank A. StubHealth Cantor
ton, Tenn., fishingwithout_AL
Two American soldiers, stand- 'Ferris Johnson, three sons, guest at the 1968 Girls Auxil- from two to 12 members,
isk---*
We repo
-it-illat 'the.-ffeifill blefield today announced a
license, fined $15.00 costs
ing at the bar in an English James L. Gene, and William iary Coronation exercises to be eluding six who have their doe$18.00; Department of Fish and Center was well kept and that $93,000 grant approval by the
pub, noticed an elderly, bene- Johnson, and three grandchil- held at the First Baptist Church tors degree.
'The Calloway County 'Fiscal Wildlife.
Federal Water Pollution Concommunity activities were
volent-looking gentleman sipp- dren.
on Friday, May 17, at seven
Howton was instrumental in Court met in regular session on
trol Administration to the city
UniKoch,
1212
Dale
Robert
ing a glass of beer at a table
Interment will be in Old a.m.
planning the ag department Tuesday morning in the chamof Murray, to aid in the conversity Court, speeding, fined
It a corner of the room. One Salem Cemetery with the arThe coronation for the mem- facilities in the new applied
bers of Calloway County Judge $10.00 costs $18.00; State Postruction of new interceptor
of the soldiers said to his pal. rangements by the Max H. bers of the Girls Auxiliary is science building and in secur- Hall McCuiston.
sewers, pumping station a n d
lice.
"Do you know who that digni- Churchill Funeral Home where when the girls are recognized ing a 550-ton silo with automaA discussion as held conforce main.
Dan Howard Nanny, Route
for the special work they have tic feeding, a 20-sow farrowing
fied old man is? He's the Arch- friends may call.
cerning the damage to roads One, Hardin, driving on revokThis work is to be done in
Rudy' Bailey of Murray is a
completed during the past year. house, a new feeding floor for
bishop of Canterbury."
and bridges in the county as ed license, fined 1110.00 coats patient at the Baptist Memorial the Bee Creek area with th•
6 "You're crazy. The ArchbiMrs. Thomas is now in the hogs, a modern laying house
the result of the recent rains. $18.00; State Police_
large line running generally
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
shop of Canterbury wouldn't
United States with her husband, and brooder house,'and a live' Work on the various roads was
Jerry G. Pierce. 1405 Main,
Mr. Bailey was transferred on west along Bee Creek. This sewbe in a pub."
_
Dr. Thomas, former pastor of
discussed_
speeding, fined $10.00 costs Tuesday by the pIalock-Cole- er line will serve, the area a"I'm positive it Is," said the
the First Baptist Mission here.
The regular routine of bus- $18.00: State Police.
man ambulance HI had been long and north of Chestnut
first soldier. "I've seen his picand their three children. She
iness was conducted and bills
Sheila Anne Galloway, Star a patient at the Murray-Callo- Street out as far as Five Points.
ture many times and I know
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
were presented for payment, Route, Mayfield, speeding, fin- way County Hospital.
The grant announced by ConI'm right."
Garvice Douglass of Paducah.
according to Douglas Shoemak- ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State
His address is Rudy Bailey, gressman Stubblefield is only
"I'll bet you a pound you're
The GA director of the First
er, clerk of the court.
Police.
Baptist
Memorial
Hospital, a part of the cost of construe
The 1968 Chevrolet owned by
wrong."
Baptist Church,'Mrs. Earl WarJudge Hall McCuiston pretion.
Croton,
Gilligan,
D.
William
Memphis.
Tenn.
The bet was accepted and the
lord, urges the public to at- Robert Young was found yestersided and County Attorney Ro- New York, no registration
soldiers timidly approached the
tend this special program to 'day about three p. in. on Shanbert 0. Miller was present.
plate, fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
recognize the girls for their non Creek near Kline's Boat
s table. "Excuse us, sir, for inEdwin Jennings, captain of State Police.
truding but would you mind
work studying about the mis- Dock on Kentucky Lake, accordthe Murray Rescue Squad, dis- Bailey C. Johnson, Route
telling us something. We were
sion program of the church and ing to Deputy Sheriff Curt cussed the prowess and work
One. Gilbertsville, speeding,
wondering II-"
the Southern Baptist convent- Willoughby.
of the organi&tion in the fined $10.00 costs $18.043; State
own
your
and
mind
reported
yesterday
at
"Get lost
Young
ion.
county.
Police.
blankety-blank busialess!" the
nine a. m. to the county auAll members of the court Kenneth
Imes,
Churchill
gentleman roared.
thorities that his car had been
were present ,who are Cecil Third and Maple, improper pasThe two soldiers quickly re
stolen from the campus of MurHolland, Roy Burkeen. Cecil sing, fined $1000 costs $1890;
Four traffic accidents have tire, and to the Corvett on the
treated to the bar, stunned Afray State University between Taylor, Dewey Bazzell, ThursState Police.
been investigated by .the Mur- front end
ter a moment, the one who proeight and nine p. m. Monday. ton Parches, Noble Brandon,
"Jerry Don Barrett, Route ray Police Department since
posed the bet said, "Isn't that
A fisherman in the area no- andwG. R. Lassiter.
The Puryear Nursing Home
Murray, speeding, fined Monday. according to the reOne.
Last night at 1130 Coy W.
never
Now
we'll
too
a shame.
held open house on Sunday, ticed the car parked not
$18.00, State Police. ports filed by the officers. No Wagoner of Hart Hall, Murray
costs
$10.00
Miss
Yvette
Watson
9 know."
May 12. in observance of Nat- far off a road in the area and
Jack Spiceland, 300 Wood- injuries were reported.
State University, from Sandional Nursing Home week.
notified the sheriffs office. lawn, reckless driving, fined
This morning at 12:48 a three born, Ind., driving a 1965 Ford
Many visitors toured the
Deputy Willoughby said the
- car collision occurred on North two door hardtop. was parked
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po
uilding with some coming.car had been stripped of the
LOST PUPPY
ice.
14th Street just off Main headed north on the IGA parkfrom as far away as the neigh- hubcaps, carburetor, and tachJ. W. Geary, Waddy, Ky., cold Street when Larry Paul Gun- ing lot and backed into the
Kentucky,
Arkboring
states
of
ometer when the car was reA puppy, three months old,
amended to breach of ter of Fulton Route One, driv- 1968 Ford two door hardtop
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - A Mur- checking.,
ansas, and Mississippi, as well covered.
has strayed from a home in
$50.00.costs $20.00, ing a 1966 Corvett two door, that was parked headed east
peace,
fined
ray, Kentucky native has been
as from East Tennessee.
Penny community If found call
$630.00; Sheriff of made a right turn off Main on- on the parking lot, according
restitution
awarded a $1,000 Judson SchoFruit punch and cookies were
753.7541 or 753-6603.
to North 14th and hit two other to Sgt. Knight and Patrolman
larship by the Southern Baptist Shelbyville.
served to each one and souBuster Bumphis, public drun- cars that were legally parked, Wilson.
Theological Seminary here. Revenirs of pens and pencils were
given ftve days i n according to Sgt. Ed Knight,
Damage -to the Ford owned
ceiving the award is Miss Kitty kenness,
given ,to the visitors.
county jail; Jailer.
Patrolmen Dale Spann and Bil- by James Alexander of Fulton
Deborah Ray
ly Wilson.
Yvette Watson,a 1968
Route Four was to the left
For adtancerr religious stugraduate of Calloway County
Other cars hit were a 1963 door, but no damage was retailed
r••• heterestioxiikl
dy. Judson Scholarships are aHigh School has been notified
FIRE AT ELLIS
Falcon four door sedan owned ported to the Wagoner car.
warded annually to students
by Dr. Pete Panzera, head of
by Garritt W Loyd of Sanford,
planning a religious vocation
the Chemistry Department of
The Murrayl Fire Department Fla., and a 1963 Chevrolet two
Tuesday at 5:35 p.m. two cars
West Kentucky - Partly
outside
the
United
States.
ApMurray State University that
A. hearing for students cited
was called this 'Tinting at 5:30 door sedao owned by Edward Were involved in a collision on
cloudy and warm this afterbasplicants
are
judged
on
the
she has been awarded the
Murray
Jr., of Bethage, the clinic parking lot, but the
noon Partly cloudy to cloudy Chemistry, Scholarship for 1968- for gambitnk by the
es of leadership, scholarship to the Ellis Popcorn Company A. Robinson,
Police Department is being
at 12th and Chestnut Streets. N. Y.'
cars had been moved when the
and continued warm tonight
and
churchmanship.
89 This is a high honor espec- held today in the Court room
the Falcon was on officers arrived, according to
to
Damage
Firemen
said
a
light
fixture
and Thursday with chance of
senior
at
State
A
Murray
ially as she has been named as
fender, to the Patrolmen Mozell Phillips and
a few thundershowers late to- one of only four recipients of of the Cliy Hall
University, Miss Ray has been was smoking, but no damage he left front
Fifty-three students were cit-,
Chevrolet .on the left side and J.p. Witherspoon.
reported.
e night and Thursday. Highs this scholarships in this field.
Baptist
Stuwas
president
of
the
ed for gambling by the police
Marjorie Runyon of Murray
afternoon mostly in mid 80s
dent Union and was interim
She has just recently been
night at the Student
Route Three, driving a 1982
with southwesterly wind 10 to named to "Who's Who Among on Friday
director
Baptist
Union
Student
Union Building at Murray State
Chevrolet four door sedan, said
18 miles per hour. Lows to- American High School Stufor one summer. She served as
she parked her cacon the parknight 68 to 74 Highs Thurs- dents." She has also received University.
a summer missionary to Jamaiing lot and rolled down the hill
day mostly in lower 80s. Prob- the National Honor Award of
ca for one summer also.
and hit the 1967 Chevrolet two
ability of measurable rainfall Excellence for her achieveMiss Ray plans to enter Soudoor hardtop in the right side,
30 per cent tonight and Thurs- ments in academic and extrathern Seminary in the fall,
according to the police. The
day. Outlook for Friday-little curricular activities. She has
*orking in the field of religSgt. Larry F. Leslie
latter car is owned by Elaine
change.
ious education*.
also recently been elected as a
Th'e Oaks Country Club will
Burkeen Outland of Murray
America,
Young Leader of
have a high school party on
Route Six.
which is a National Society honBarkley Lake 7 am 359.7, oring America's outstanding Friday, May 17, from seven to
eleven --p.m The Blue Grass
Monday at 2:10 p.m a collisup '03; below dam 315, up 0.8 teen-agers.
Larry- F. Leslie was recently
Conspiricy band will play.
ion occurred on Jerry's. Drive
Sunrise 5 49. sunset 7.58.
As a senior at Calloway, she
Each member may bring a graduated from Army Infantry
In parking lot. according to
The funeral for Mrs Edna
Moon rises 7:58 a.m.
has been chosen as the "Most non-member guest
and the School at Fort /terming, Gs, Alexander of- Mayfield, sister
Patrolmen Phillips and WitherOutstanding Senior Girl" b y
price is fifty cents each. Kathy and bus the rank of sergeant.
spoon.
of Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver of Almo,
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
the faculty and as "Most AthLeslie was one of the 115 we's
ackson is hostess.
0-Jesse Wayne Redden of Murheld today at 3:30 p.m. at
letic Girl" by the senior class.
soldiers to complete the course the
ray Route Four, driving a 1965
Byrn Funeral Home Chapel,
Yvette has been a member
out of 240 that started the
Comet two door hardtop, was
Mayfield, with Bro. Morris
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (UPI) - of the Future Business Leaders
oilspecial school. He graduated
backing out of a parking space
Stroud and Bro. W. B. Potts
The five-day Kentucky weather of America (FBLA) for two
May 7 with his wife, the forat Jerry's and told police he
officiating.
Burial
was
in
the
past
year,,
she
servThis
years
Monthrough
outlook, Thursday
mer Carolyn Palmer of. Murfailed to see the 1967 Ford conHighlandPark Cemetery.
ed ,as treasurer for the local
day.
Word has been received of ray, attending the grkitu'ation.
vertible driven by John GilMrs.
Alexander,
age
77,
died
Kentucky
FBLA
and
as
Temperatures will average up club
Sgt. Leslie is now on -temporthe death of Guy F Dunn of
bert Miller of 1621, Farm4r
Monday
at
the
NursParliyiew
to 6 degrees below normal west State Delegate.
ary assignment with the AdFort Worth, Texas.
Avenue and backed into the
ing Home in Paducah.
Yvette has also been a memto about normal elsewhere. The
Mr. Dunn was the brother of vanced, Infantry Training Briright rear fender of the. Ford,
normal highs are 75-81, normal ber of Beta Club three years, Mrs. Harold Speight, 402 South gade at Fort Polk, La.
as reported by the police.
THREE CITED
and Pep Club four years. She 16th Street, Murray, and A B.
lott$ 52-60.
I,eslie is the son of ME and • 4
Student
of
the
member
a
one
is
from
total
Rainfall will
(Dynamite) Dunn, 14(15 Mary K Mrs. Roy Leslie of Murray His
MEN'S NIGHT
Three persons were cited by,
half to an inch mostly Thurs- COuncil this year and serves Lane, Fort Worth, Texas.
wife and son, Billy, age six, the
Miss Beverly Kayo Adams receives the $200.00 scholarMurray
Police
Department
vice-president.
as
club
the
ship for study at Murray State University from Mrs. Allen
•, -day and Friday.
Services were held in Fort reside.in Murray and Mrs: Les'Men's Night at the Calloway
She has been a cheerleader Worth at two p m Saturday lie is employed. as secretary of 2.esterday and last night. They
McCoy, chairman of the Scholarship Committee of the Sigma
Country Club has been
County
were
for
drunkenness,
public
her,
high
'school
all - four of
with burial in the Benbrook the Calloway County Extension disregarding
Department of Murray Woman's Club, Miss Adams is a sophochanged from _ Thursday, May
a stop sign, and
(Continued on Page Five)
•
more elementary education major at Murray State University,
Cemetery.
office.
16, to Thursday. May 23.
driving while intoxicated

Large Grant
Approved For
System Here

Fiscal Court
IsIndenv.ay

go-

per

Bailey Patient At
Baptist Hospital

StolenCar Found
On Shannon Creek

4,4

Four Collisions Reported
By Police Over Two Days

Open House Held
At Nursing Home

•

Miss Kitty Ray
Wins Scholarship
Of $1,000

Miss Watson
Recipient Of
Scholarship

'WEATHER REPORT NT-

Hearing To Be
Held On Gambling

High School Party
Planned At Oaks

Larry F.-Leslie Is
Benning Graduate

Mrs. Alexander's
Funeral Is Today

Guy F. Dunn Dies
In Fort Worth
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WEDNESDAY — MAY 15, 196?
tion of 1964, the USDA had to tle to protect a huge InvestHandy tune that immortalised
Nome
purchase 7.4 billion pounds o ment in animals, land
and
Mississippi River city
the
ST
LOUD/
(UPI
—
The
St
milk to keep prices at estab- equipment.
Louis Blames of the National
lished support levels. As a reHoc, e' League derived their
James Buchanan was the '
sult the Commodity Credit car- from the
'
only bachelor president.
ry-over January I was consid- Symphony's Some
SAN FRANCISCO (DPI)
erably greater than that for a
year earlier, although the dis- The home of the San Prancia(o
tribution of dairy products thr- Symphony is the War Maniorlal Opera House, located In the
Government
Lees!
ough
programs
city's Civic'Center.
IlLopres•eitatlN•
had been accelerated. We must
Mayfield. ay
also remember that at mid147-tan
1967, new import restrictions
sharply reduced the flow of
dairyt imports into the U.S.

I suspect that in the months ment while a 12,000 poundcome the subject matter of producing cow had a labor and
to
We mourn the ryght to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Whet
management return of $176.
or Public Voice items which. in our opinion. are not for the bue this column will frequently
hen we consider that the netpertain to the dairy situation
intense of our readers.
that now elists. Some of those ' ional average production per
NATIONAL REPRZSZN-l'ATIVICEI• WALLACE WITMER 00., 150 who are closely involved have cow in 1967 was 8,821 pounds
Madison Ave.. Memplit& Tenn.; Ilme & Life Bldg.. New Tor& N.Y termed it a "crisis"
period pe_
for ' and for Kentucky only 6,580
^Stephenson Bldg., Dimon, Mich
pounds, it seems apparent that
dairy farmers who must
While all this was developpare to do battle with the preH much needs to be done in the
Mitered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for traminission
substitutes were being prosence of filled and imitation areas of breeding, feeding and ing,
Second Clam Matter
management of our dairy herds. moted in selected consumer
milk
SUBSCRIPTION RATIOS: By Carrier In Murray. per week 25c, pe
These facts point out just markets; and being well-receivSome of our dairy leaders
month $110. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $5.50
gloomy
imperative it is that our ed by price-conscious shoppers
how
already
made the
have
Zones 1 & & a9.00, Elsewhere $11.00. an service autnertptions
forecasts that these substitutes' dairy farmers make concerted who did not plat* great value
protein content.
"The Owtstamehag Civie MEM el a Commoity fa the
may capture 20% of the market efforts in order to retain the upon
Of course, dairymen are not
Integre, of IM Newspaper"
within the next five years. If role that real milk has enjoyed
standing idly by as the cocosubstitutes succeed in the man in the life of the American'
ner that their sponsors fondly family for generations. While nut9d substitute tries to sweep
y their markets. Resistance
i is true that the Government
WEDN1MDAY — MAY 15, 1968
! predict, it will be due to two it
nationwide. Here in Kenfactors, only. These are: lower can do much to assist, the bur— is
tucky, dairy farmers had encosts to the consumer and ex- den remains with the producabling legislation enacted that
tensive advertising programs ers alone As one leader of the
Dairy
Amsociation would permit the establishment
I maintain that we can parry American
UNITED PIMSS INTEKNATIONAL
of a set-aside fund to finance
these thrusts — if our dairy pointed out, vegetable
serious a massive research, promotion
tbe emnosthavsee
farmers unite behind resource- led milk
theisdairym
ever and advertising campaign to
imaginative leadership. threat
PARIS — W. Averell Harriman, U.S. peace negotiat- ful and
protect their interests.
FATAL FIRE ARREST Freddie
dairy
farmer
The
must
faced.
costs
be
can
I
, I am sure that
or. indicating he would prefer the talks with North VietLet' McKenzie IS shOWT1 after
reduced some and there is no meet this threat, he said, with.
According to present plans,
his arrest in Juarez. Mexico,
nam take place in private:
need for ' out much help from anyone Kentucky producers will be
question that we have nd
In the nightclub fire that
"Sometimes it is very useful that the public should a vast national advertising and i•edile•
asked to consider a referendum
killed eight persons in Port
know everything. Sometimes there are things of a con- promotional program inform- ' The following statistics bear that will permit the implemenWorth, Tex. A bucket of
. ing the consumer of the nutri- out the ugency of a disciplin- tation of this set-aside plan. A
fidential nature."
gioaoltne was to.uied into the
tional advantages of real milk. , ed, coordinated effort by the favorable response by the pro.
dairymen's -'production• producers. List year the net- ducers will mean that they are
establishment, followed by
The
costs can be shaved some by ion's milk output dropped to ready to support an all-out batlighted Match
WASHINGTON — Mrs Lyndon Johnson's preen sec- more careftil, "selection o. toe tile lowest level in 16 years.
retary, Mrs. Elizabeth Carpenter, announcing the Prod- cows tha4o into their herds. Yet, the USDA had to buy sub.
ample of this point, I sLantially more dairy products
As an
dent's elder daughter is pregnant:
ref, to a recent study reveal- than in 1966 in order to stabi"Lynda and Chuck are expecting a baby the last
Mg that a 15.000 pound cow Use farm milk prices. While
October and are delighted about it."
gave a net return of $271 per milk production in 1967 was
year for labor and manage- slightly less than 120 billion
pounds, 6% below the producNEW YORK — Beetle Paul
McCartney, explaining
Sualialmes OLE MEMO RR
to a news conference
why Beatles, Ltd., has been
TM HAI COMM OF 111111111117
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your saving-,

will earn

70
0

•
SVUllani Ssner•os

410

Invest your

savings with
Harmony Loan In their Deben.
tura Plan. Earn 7%. Interest
paid semi-annually, under state
banking department supervision.

440AW0eit.1.-004l_ 0..44+01titteel_
lad 111010.101,1TH IITRUTTNIWPORT, KY./111111.2$41

Available to KentUtiry Residents only. The offering of the
securities is made only by the
prospectUL
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NEW YORK — Manager Leon Boher,
describing how
robbers disguised as armored car guards
walked oil
Tuesday with $198,000 from his Brooklyn
branch bank:
'I'd have to say those two guys were
very cool."
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Biblethoughtfor Today
Thou shalt keep the commendments of thy Lord
thy God, to walk in his ways, and to fear him.
_
—Deuteronomy
So much of the misery in our world today is caused
by people who ignore the commandments of God.

It's Girl's Choice

C I LOR PICTURE TUBE GUARANTEE
on all Westinghouse "INSTANT-ON."Color TV's
-ON COLOR TV IS THE REASON
GUARANTEE

About Adoption
By Abigail Van Buren
Tnose•-•I Spaws Swot Inc

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TM'S FIT/
Deaths reported today are Mrs Betty James, age 92,1
of Hazel, and Mae Wilson, age 67, who died at the /*fur- I
ray Hospital
The first twins of 1958 to be born at the Murriy
Hospital arrived this morning The parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Joe Sims of Kirtsey
The Arlon Foundation Award for outstanding musical achievement was presented to Miss Anita McDougal
,
daughter of Mr and Mrs James C. McDougal, of the
Murray Training School. Yandal Wrather, president
of
the Murray Lions Club. made the award
•
Murray High School handed South Marshall a 6-21
defeat in the District Baseball Tournament finals
here
yesterday

20 Years.Ago Today
IGER

1

Fill

Mrs Toy L Phillips. age 54, died May 12 at her
home.
rteneral services were held at the Murray
Church of
Christ
Initial plans were formulated for a Girl Scout
day
camp to be held at the City Park the week
of May 31 to
June- 5 More than 190 girls from seven city troops
are
expected to attend
A registered Jersey cow, Echo You'll Do, owned
by
G. B. Scott of Murray,
three offsprings which have
exceeded by more than two times the butterfat
production of the average dairy cow in the United
States.
Mrs, Codie Taylor was elected president
of the Harris
Grove Homemakers Club which was organized
in her
home May 12.
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DEAR ABBY I believe that unwed mothers should be
forced by law to place their children for adoption Unmarried
mothers are emotionally disturbed. and they feel that it will
add to their guilt feelings to "abandon'. their children by
adoption. and that will create more censure by other people So
the unmarried mother attempts to assuage her guilt feeloigs by
becoming a "martyr" and keeping her child to raise
She finds out too late that the little fertilized egg is not a
toy doll, but a searching, screaming, demanding, expensive
little person The ycung mother, because of her burdensom
e
responsibilities and cooped-up, hie, is likely to make the
same mistak? again This is not theory—the records speak for
themselves
While the girls of today well understand the mechanics
of-,
sex, they know less than their grandmothers did about
the
psychology at the male, which explains why the
predatory
male, who does not have access to the outlawed facilities
of the
red light district. is able to persuade some "nice"
girl to
behave like an alley cat and ruin the lives of herself
and her
family
REALISTIM
DEAR "REALISTIC" Your first sweepiag
geseralizaties.
that "all unmarried mothers are emotionally
disturbed" is
absurd. From the thousands of letters I have
receive4 from
girls in troabk. I have concluded that very
few were
"persuaded" by a predator} male to believe like
as "alley
Cat." They are mostly nice girls who thought
they were' "is
lime" and were going to get married anyway.
or girls who
became too intimate.4es Mims with a boy who wanted
to, much
*ad had ton little
is not a case in favor of
ummarried mothers keeping their illegitimate
children — that
remains, as it'Walt a Personal matter.

•

Wa•TIN431110011E
1110-15CairiN
SIZCTANGI. LAM, TV
• Instant-On operatIon,
sound at once, picture
In II seconds
• 20- diagonal picture
• New Westinghouse
color °bassist
• Instant color fidelity.
• IA est,ngh..uie Nigh
artsbil picture tube
•

•
As Low

$1500

per

Westinghouse 18" Diag. Picture

•

Portable Color TV
moo INSTANT-ON COLOR TV . . .
Sound at once, picture in 6 seconds

micro. This

DEARABBY Our only daughter is to be married
in 3
weeks and my husband has the "jitters:*
It will be a small, informal church
wedding My husband
Wants me to walk down the aisle on the
other side of our
daughter because he a afraid he might break
down and cry if
he walks her down the aisle alone to give
her away We have
always done everything together, and d he
needs me for moral
support I don't think I should let him down
We have heard this is done in Jewish
ceremonies but we
are Methodists. When we asked our Minister
about this, he
'laughed at us and said he had never heard of
such a thing 1'
• would like your views
DADDY'S PAL
DEAR PAL: If your daughter is being married
in the church
you had better take your ewes from the
minister who will
perform the ceremony But be shouldn't laugh. I
am Uald that in
Ike Old World orthedot Jewish marriage ritual'
it 111/111 treatises' for the bride to be escorted by both her
parests.
DEAR ABBY A letter in your column in which
a father
badgered his 5-yearold son to "act like a
little man,"
interested me
Why must a 5-year old act tike a "little. man'"
What's
wrong w:th his acting like a 5-year-old child" Which
is what he
is,
As a psychoanalyst, 1 know that many of my
patients'
problems began when they were prodded by impatient
parents
to "act like a little man" at the age of 4 or 5 They
couldn't, of
course, so having failed, they felt guilty for disappointing
their
parents
Please, Abby. advise young parents to take heed.
Children
will—and should act like childreh AN "M D" INN. Y. C.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours, For a personal
reply write to Abby, Bea Mee. las Asgeles. (al. 11111 sod
enclose a stamped. sell-addressed envelope
FOR ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET "WHAT TEEN-AGERS
WANT tO KNOW." SEND $1.611 TO ABBY. SOX 10700. LOS
aNGELE.S. ('Al.. NSW,

wo NEW WESTINGHOUSE COLOR
CHASSIS
with 22 major improvements
so• INSTANT COLOR FIDELITY.

Id

WESTINGHOUSE HIGH BRIGHT PICTURE
TUBE.

A.." 82 CHANNEL TUNING . . .
Easy-to-read pop up channel numbers.

$389"
NATIONWIDE

WESTINGHOUSE 23" DIAGONAL PICTURE
FRENCH PROVINCIAL COLOR CONSOLE
WITH ON-SCREEN TUNING RAR
too Instant color fidelity.
v.' French Provincial cherry styling in
genuine hardwood veneers and solids.
1.0 Instant-On operation.
my New Westinghouse color ^hasst4.
io• On -Screen Tuning Bar . . A perfectly
tuned color picture in 10 seconds.
As Low

$20m mo'

Co
mp
ar
e:
You'll

Buy Westinghouse

See The 1969

Westinghouse

Color Televisions Now at

Purdom's,inc.
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"
South 5th Street

Phone 753-4872

NIurray,

Ks.

;

0

•
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Confectioners

Aunt Jernima

LOG CABIN

SYRUP

59
Pride of III.

CORN
- 17-02. _

19c
GREEN
BE
_ 15,_,AN
h1. _ S

1Oc
Mussleman's

APPLE
JU
_ 46-O.IC
tan _E
3i$1
Del Monte

ionc

BREAD

& .0
_
LA
Hamburger
-

24-0z.

Pet
___.._m.
.., Milk
. No

'CREAM
Cookies

39c *
Softex

Facial
Tissue
. 4B--9W
Sunshine

a

CHOCOLATE
NUGGETS
15-01

39c ,

a g PI I _U_U EL i

14-oz. -

Mars

s-o2. Can

Tamalies

Chili

rsor3Ba„s1
JuBani
80.

Lipton

TEA
BAGS

16 C"nt

Midwest

0
C

TOMATO
SOUP

0 3i35c

Kraft

8-07

Spaghetti

DINNER

23

Kelly

BROWN GRAVY
and

SLICED PORK

ONE

LITTLE
GOLDEN

ICE
MILK

p,
si
%
4,
4%
.
.
.
,
_
.
,
„
.
4-

Peanut AR
BEEF
$1.99 Butter ,,.... 1%
, STEW

u-(12 l'29c

BOOK
C : .- • 'e
L. FN

FREE

ICE
MILK

4 GIANET
WO slz
20 Gallon

Garbage

Pails

-,.siot , ef
"
,

Big Top

Strawberry is,.
PRESERVES

3 Doz. 1

Allen — — —

Red — — — 10 Lbs.

1

Delited

$

S

13-Ch. -

Dinty Moore

EGGS
POKE SAIAD
- OTATOE
'P

45c

SealteSt

89!

3P°unds $1
1
4
Swift's

12-0s.

39c

Grade'A'
FRYERS

29,

CHEESE

2
5
c
8
9
-

,.

w

Boston Butt
Pork Roast
c
_

39

89!
Smoked

19c
Folger's

COFFEE

9
c
6
lb

Shedd's

33E

Wafers

Chestnut

25c

BACON

lb

59

C
lb

OPEN TILL 9:00 P.M.

Dixie Belle

39° Crackers

Turkey
PICNICS
&Gravy
2g-oi $1.59

Ham
3lbs. $2.99

*

bag

Sirloin
STEAK

Swift's

CANNED

lb

2 Lb..

Reynolds

Wrap

ROUND
STEAK

Wieners

Brookfield

15° CELERY __ _---- - -10° SLAW
49c CARROTS
bun,,, 10` ORANGES --_

Ground

Swift's

Regular

*

Cook
Co
o.ie
, s JOHNS
0

ANJIIS

39(

3Lbs.

Campbell's

Nabisco

OREO CREME

Crisw 1

ea

Spin Blend

Quart

BEEF

Jasper

Ballard so

l
o
c
25c
Dessert 09c Salad
A
9
Topping 0
Dressing9'
Lucky Whip

Campfire

1 ORR

Pillsibs
B
uryc
or

Cake
Mix

Eluns

ILI A V 1c.

Catsup
23c 249c 2i39c

Good'N Rich

Super Value

31:33
Princess ii-Lb. Bill

X

Tomato

25c 2.15c 25c
Super Value

DI Li_

Hunt's

24-0z. -

Fresh

1 al

—

Mitotwci.

Pancake SUGAR
.

Crushed
29c

TIMES

Kraft

8 COUNT

English Mount

&

CUCUMBER

,,-„,.

Jefferson
Island

SALT
31.5c
Miss Wisconsin

PEAS
7 {WI( an

21.5c
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WEDNESDAY — MAY 15, 1968
Covers
11
were
laid
for
Mes.
1 1Bridal Breakfast
Otis Pasco, Mrs A. Carman,
Thursday, May 16
patient at the Western Baptist
dames Tim Miller, L. K. PinkPhone 753-1917 or 753-4547
Mrs.
William
Nall,
Clayton
will
Jr.,
Club
Woman's
The Hazel
Hospital, Paducah.
I Held Saturday For ley, Allen Rose, Wells Purdom. Mils Kay Wallis, Miss Susan hold
• ••
its regular meeting at the
iSr., Jerry Grogan, J. D. Mut%
a Ann Kay Sanders lphy,
Sparks, Miss Jane Bryan, Miss club room at seven p.m.
Johnny
Fair
Rose of Murray
W. L Polly. Vernon Co.
Donna Murphy, Mrs. Ed CarV
Miss Ann Kay Sanders whose boon of
• •
has been dismissed from the
Louisville, Oliver Cher. roll, Miss
Sarah Smedley of Pamarriage to Fred Rawls Barber ry, James
The Home impartment of the Western Baptist Hospital, PaW will bean vent of June 9, was ;sell. Prank Harris, A. W. Run- ducah, Miss Sally Threlkeld of Murray Woman's Club will have ducah.
Ryan,
Rudolph
HoI the honoree at a delightfully
Owensboro, Miss Mary Gall Co- a potluck luncheon at the club
•• •
ward, Ronald Christopher, Jack
chran, Miss Jan Jones, Mrs. house at one p.m. with Mrs.
planned breakfast held Satur- Belote, Ed
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Burkeen
Carroll, Harold Hurt, James
day, May 11, at nine o'clock in Misses
Edwin Jones, Sr., and Goldia Curd and her attend- and sons. David and Danny,
Kay Wallis of Jackson,
• the morning at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs.
Raymond
Andrus, all of ance team as hosts to Mrs, Bun of Nashville, Tenn., were tht
Tenn., Jan Jones, Marian BeThe gracious hostesses f o r joie, the
Mayfield.
Crawford and her team.
Sunday dinner guests of hef
honoree,
the
mothers,
•••
•••
the special occasion were Mu- and
sister,
Mrs. Joe Dortch, Mr
the hostesses.
Sue Anne Watson dames
Glenda Anne Dale
The Business and Profession- Dortch,
Lucille Ross, J.
• ••
Wiland daughter, Pamela
PERSONALS
1 Women's Club will meet at
Honored At Event + son, Wilbert Outland, NatB.Ryan
Honored At Shower
South 16th Street. Other mem
6:30
p.m.
house
at
club
he
Hughes,
Urs.Or
Max
en Hull Is
Beale, Codie •
bers of Mrs. Dortch's and Mrs
At Murray Center
Mrs. Hugh Waldrop was the At Harris Horne
Caldwell,
Andrew Jackson Lane of Burkeen's families were also
A delightful miscellaneous Bradburn Laverne Wallis, and Hostess At Event
Wednesday
,
May
Miss Glenda Anne Dale, June guest last week of her daugh15
Hale,
The Pottertown Homemakers Murray Route One has been a dinner guests.
8th bride-elect of Michael Gal- ter, Mrs. Billy Rayburn and shower was held on Tuesday,
Miss Sanders chose to wear For Miss Pasco
Club will meet at the Holiday
limore, was honored with a Mr. Rayburn of Jackson. Tenn. May 7. in the home of Miss from her trousseau
Miss Patricia Lynn Pasco, Inn at 10:30 am.
a telly
•• •
Linda Harris honoring Miss green
household shower held at the
•••••••11•0111
and white two piece dress bride-elect of James Edwin
Sue
Anne
Watson,
Mr and Mrs. L V Ross and
June 1st wrth a hostesses'
Murray Community Center.
• ••
Jones, Jr. of Mayfield, was comgift
corsage
family
of
bride-elect
of Ronnie Hutson. of red roses.
California werere
Hostesses for the event held
plimented at a luncheon given
The WSCS Circle of the Haat five-thirty o'clock in the af- cent guests of relatives in Mur- • Cohos•esses with Miss Harris
1411 Olive Blvd.
The honoree's mother, Mee; by Mrs Oren Hull at her home zel Methodist Church will meet
were Misses Rita Hurd, Barternoon were Mesdames Gene ray and Calloway County.
Arnice Cook Sanders, wore • on West Main Street on Satur- at the church at two p.m.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
•••
bars Brown, and Melissa TreDarnell. James Kuykendall, and
•••
turquoise knit dress with a hee- day, May 11.
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3852
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp vathan Guests included class- tesses' gift corsage
Bill Collins.
of pink rod.
The guests were seated at
had as their guests on sear
. mates of the honoree,
The bride-elect chose to wear
The
while
es,
her
Wadesboro
small
tables
mother-inlaw to
covered with white
Homemakers
For the occasion Miss Wat- be, Mrs_
from her trousseau a pink knit day h„ cousin, Mrs. Gettig
Owen Barber, was at- linen cloths trimmed with Club will meet with Mrs. Lodress trimmed with white dais- Bidwell of Owensboro, and 111r, son chose to wear an embroid- tired in a yellow dress with W.- hand-crocheted
well
Palmer
at one p.m.
lace and centeries. She was presented a cor- and Mrs. William E. Hidi and ered linen skimmer dress in let embroidery trim and
• ••
a hew ed with antique glass compotes
anrimrirs.mHa
i l aminbet
She wgeas frese
darrankfughteun,rt.
yenuted
sage of pink carnations.
uw tesses' gift corsage of talisman which held arrangemen
ts of
The Nature's Palette Garden
beautiful corsage of
Mrs. J. T. Dale. mother of the
rose
pink roses and old-fashion Club will meet with Mrs. Charbride-to-be, was attired in a are members of the Owensboro daisies by the hostesses.
The hostesses presented the pinks
lie Stubblefield at two p.m.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
light blue knit dress, Mrs. Pantomimic Band which played
As each guest sighed the honoree with a silver casserole , Spring flowers were
• ••
placed
at
Murray
state
unive
rsity
sas.
bride's
book,
she picked up a as a wedding gift.
Doyle Gallimore. mother-in-law
506 W. Main street
Phone 753-2621
throughout the house and acnumber for the door prize. MThe
to be of the honoree, wore anley night.
Elm
Grove Baptist
Centering the u-shaped tables rented with rice hags in shades
•
•
•
ter all the guests arrived. Mu
light green_ They each wore a
were arrangements of peonies of pink and rose net tied with Church Woman's Missionary
Mrs. Thelma Beck and daugh- Hurd drew a number to deter- ,and other flowers
Society will meet at the church
hostesses' gift corsage of white
from
ter, Mrs Jean Summers, of Pa- mine the winner, Which was 'dens of the hostesses. the gar- miniature lilies - of-the-valley at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Charles Bur- arnations.
The
and
flow.
white
leaves.
ivy
keen will be the leader.
The guest register was kept ducah were the guests Sunday Miss Brown who was the re- ers were arranged in silver
Miss Pasco chose to wear a
• ••
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp. cipient of the door )
bs Miss Sondra Vance.
.containers
whit!'
-ri
"
1
Max Shulman's Hilarious Comedy
.
black
and white linen dress,
•• •
she presented to the honoree.
Dedication ceremonies for
Delightful refreshments were
and
her
corsage
gift
pink
of
the new agriculture engineerThe bride-elect opened her sandwiches, cookies,
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Millar
served from a table spread with
nuts, and roses and old-fashion pinks was
ing building at Murray State
a lace cloth over pink and cen- spent Sunday with their son many lovely gifts and display- punch were served. The
with
white
tied
namribbon
from
the
University will be held at 3.30
tered by a lovely arrangement and family. Dr. and Mrs. Rob- ed them to all of those present kins for the event had
"Sue bridal bouquet of the hostess. p.m. It will be
ert Brown Miller and children
Refreshments were served Anne and
of pink wring flowers.
named for E. B.
Personal
Ronnie"
gifts
were
presented
engraved in
Howton, chairman of the agrifrom a table covered with a gold
Miss Dale was presented an of Paducah
honoree.
on
the
ta
them.
• ••
culture department A receptelectric carving knife by the
white cloth and centered with
Twenty-two
persons
were The guest list included Miss ion and open house will follow.
hostesses.
avela lovely arrangement of Yellow+present or
Approximately thirty
Pasco, her mother, Mrs. John The
sent gifts.
public is invited to attend.
guests attended or sent gifts. Wring flow. Tiny open faced
f
Live Theatre Production By

•

low

•

SOCIAL CALENDAR

College Cleaners

•

Murray Loan Co:

RALLY ROUND THE
FLAG, BOYS!
Paris Little Theatre

- The Democrat for US Senator

KUHN

VARIETY —

IN

Max Shulman's "Rally Round The Flag, Boys!"
will be presented May 17 and 18 at City Auditorium in Parts by the Paris Little Theatre.
The famous Broadway play, based on Max Shulman's novel, is the second in a series of plays by
the newly-organized drama group "Rally Round
The Flag, Boys!" is strictly for fun And so is live
theatre!

MURRAY

'S

JERGENS SOAP
Lotion Mild

9c ea.

Bath Size Bar

MAMMOTH MOS

PLATES
66t
BOUNTY

GRILL

o Position

Electric

FAN

lir

ON SALE THURSDAY - 9:00 A.M.
h

WAREHOUSE NOTION SALE

INSTAMAT1C 104
CAMERA
Reg $14.88

$12.88 -

SUITS & DRESSES

5-Yr. Guarantee

lisst

$12.95

th
fe
io
kr

Swots Germinal

sizes &

olor%

Reg $3.99

special!
$2.33

See Our Complete Counter Of . .

‘i•
1K

OVER 10,000 YARDS - REGULAR 29' to 59' YD.

vs
cei
43:

TRIMMINGS

VS
(KJ
VS
*

Ladies Bonded Knit

II-Inch

3-SPEED
•

SOY SaresPaeweas

KODAK

18 -Inch

$2.98

g

Rally Round The Flag, Boys!
City Auditorium: Paris, Tenn,
May 17, 18— 8:00 P.M.
Adults $1 50 _ Students $1.00

2rolls 471f

&tea.

Portable

,. .isewse

4

TOWELS

Fancy Rainbow
Assortment

Katherine

Pack of
100- 9-In.

•

VS

Over 10,000 yards of finest Trimmings,
Braids and
Laces at a low, low give-away price! Imagine,
buying
Trimmings that sold for as high as 59s a yard
now
only It per yard!

Cht

VS

we
58C
VS.

•
Sold by the Full Bolts only! From 18 to 36 yards on a
piece! At this low price you'll want to buy dozens of
bolts!

ePt
a
stoi
19(

CARDS &GWIN for the GRAD

A

OPEN EACH FRIDAY
TILL 8:00 P.M.
COMPLETE COUNTER OF

PICNIC & SWIM GOODS
BADMINTON SET $4.49
4 PLAYER

Table

Bathroom Tissue

NAPKINS

CHARMIN
44f

Pack of 2011

t

For

quart
Sly•

I

27tz

BUTTONS
1 tremendous selection of finest fashion buttons at an unbelieveable low, low price! As
many as 12 buttons on a card and all at it
per card!

Never before, and maybe never again, such a
sensational Button Buy! Hurry, for best selection!

I-ROI I PKG

Box of 12 - Reg.

MODESS
33e

(K1

BE THERE WHEN THE DOOR OPENS THURSDAY, 9:110 A.M. SHARP, FOR THE TRIMMINGS
AND BUTTONS BUYS OF A LIFETIME
DON'T MISS IT!!!

4

•

Y 15, 1968
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(Continued From Page 1)
small
one and nato-room school-new roof and appears to be
leaking badly in some sections house in western Kentucky.
Upon graduation from high
of the garage.
school and passing a teacher's
County Farm
The County Farm is without test, he entered the profession
• question the oldest
of teaching at the age of
1744.
of the
County buildings and is in the However, he had to wait until
his
18th
birtbday before he
worst condition. We would recommend that the Fiscal Court could be paid.
His
first job as a teacher was
expend the necessary funds to
rebuild one (1) flue on the in a one-room schoolhouse at
small house and that the house Mt. Hebron in Caldwell County.
be painted inside and out, with He was the only teacher and
new blinds and a new couch was responsible for instructing
62 students of various grades.
for the inhabitants.
The kitchen of the big house For this task, he earned $42 a
needs a new rug and also in month.
From Mt. Hebron he moved
the men's dining area. A new
rug should be purchased for up to two-room schools in
the front room of the little Grapevine (Hopkins Count)')
house. The east porch of the and DeWitt (Caldwell County)
big house appears to be in bad where he taught as many as 113
condition and may become haz- students in grades 1-9.
After these jobs he decided
ardous as an entrance and
to get a college education, and
should be repaired.
The dog pound located on enrolled at Western State Colthe County Farm is in a low lege in Bowling Green. He obarea of ground and was very tained his B. S. degree in agriwet and muddy on our inspec- culture in 1926 and attracted
tion trip and immediate action the eye of a New York Yankee
should be taken to raise the scout for his baseball prowless.
Howton was a hard-hitting
area inside the dog pens to
prevent them from flooding in outfield for the Western nine
wet weather. The odor from and was signed by the Yankees
the dog pound was unbearable to play for $400 a month. However, he injured a knee play.,t the time of our visit.
ing football and never got the
The Court House appears to
chance to play.
be well kept and all the offices
With his college diploma in
well equipped and staffed, but
hand, he returned to the teachre we would recommend that
the ing profession and
was hired
windows on the second floor
be washed and that an elevated as one of two teachers at Fulgmetal railing be placed on top ham High School in Hickman
of the concrete wall partition, County.
He stayed there a year bescreening the entrance to the
fore
moving to Hebbardville
men's basement rest room, and
Henderson
that such railing be constructed High School in
of such a way as to prevent sitt- County where he taught agriculture and mathematics, coaching on top of the screening
ed boys and girls basketball
wall.
teams, and was the principal.
We noticed a loose hand-rail
He remained there until 1938
going to the basement of the
when he took a position on the
Tax
Commissioner's
office faculty of Newcastle
High
which should be repaired.
School in Henry County. After
The Grand Jury finally, rea year there, he joined Mr.
spectfully reports that they
Carman on the two-man agrihave completed all of their duculture staff of a growing young
ties assigned them by law and
college, Murray State. He has
that they have acted on all ofbeen with the university ever
fenses brought to their attentsince.
ion or of which they have
Howton is married to the
knowledge.
former Bertie Vaughan DunRespectfully Submitted,
•
can They have one daughter,
Johnny McCage
Foreman of Grand Jury Betsy.
A dairy specialist, Howton
Indictment's have been rehas been president of the Kenleased by the Circuit Court
tucky Artificial Breeding AsCommonwealth of Kentucky sociation
for seven years, vicevs. Loyd Elmon Duncan, inde- president
for two years, and a
cent exposure.
director for 20 years.
Commonwealth of Kentucky
The change from liquid to
vs. Betty L
Watson. cold froze' semen, consolidat
ien
checking (KRS434.070).
from a county to a state organCommonwealth of Kentucky ization and consolidat
ion It
vs. L. D Foster, conversion Kentucky into the Select
Sire
(KRS 434 220).
program took place while be
Commonwealth of Kentucky was president of the K. A. B.
A.
vs. L C Martin, knowingly reHe has been secrAary and
ceiving stolen property (KRS treasurer of the Marshall-Cal433.290)
loway County Artificial BreedCommonwealth of Kentucky ing Association and a director
vs. L C Marin, grand larceny of the organization since its
(KRS 433.220).
beginning in 1948.
Commonwealth of Kentucky
He has been a member of
vs. Danny Dodd, petit larceny the Kentucky Farm Bureau ,
• (KRS 433.230)
dairy committee for 25 years
Commonwealth of Kentucky and a member of the Kentucky
vs. Alice Faye Hicks, cold- Dairy - Creamery Licensing
checking (KRS 434.070).
Board for 12 years.
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Howton was instrumental in
vs. R. C. Hurt, leaving the organizing the first Agriculturscene of an acident (KRS 189. al Council in Kentucky and in580.
seminated the first artificiallyCommonwealth of Kentucky bred cow in western Kentucky.
vs. Ronald Gagliardi and JosIn addition he is a member
eph N. Tinnell, stealing from of the American Dairy Science
a public building (433.180), Assotlation, the American Socstorehouse breaking (KRS 433. iet'
e of Animal Science, t h e
190i. two on last charge.
Kentucky Education Association, the National Education Association, Kappa Delta Phi, Phi
Delta Kappa, the Rotary Club,
and the Methodist Church.
For 31 years he has played
One of the Senatorial can- an important role in the growth
didates in the Democratic Pri- of the agriculture department
mary election will make an ap- at Murray State University and
• pearance here in the Jackson in the overall growth of the
university.
Purchase this week.
Miss Katherine Peden will
be at the Ken-Bar Inn in Gilbertsville for one of six regional
meetings Thursday night.
(Continued From Pape 1)
Mrs George Hart of Murray,
county campaign chairman for years and served as captain ot
Miss Peden, said tickets to the the varsity squad this past seadinner meeting are two dollars son.
and are available from her or
Yvette will graduate with a
4, Gene Landolt's office on 96.201 average For the future
• East Maple Street.
she plans to attend Murray
Mrs Hart said the meetings State University where she will
were started as a women's carry a double major in chemevent, but several men have istry and advanced mathemaexpressed interest and they are tics. She plans to be a Certiwelcome to attend...
fied Research Chemist.
Yvette is the 17 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight L Watson of Route
Two, Murray near Kirksey. She
is a member of the Spring
LEXINGTON .Ky. (Special)- Creek Baptist Church where
Joe Hinds,, son of Mr. and Mrs. she teaches the Junior Class.
Charles F Hinds of 809 Doran
Road. was appointed entertainment editor on.next year's Kentucky Kernel staff.
Joe is a junior' at the UniFederal State Market News
versity of Kentucky majoring
in advertising Ile is a member Service, Wed. May 15, 1988
of Sigma Phi Epsilon fratern- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
ity,. Giugnol .. theatre actors, Market Report Includes 10 BuySigma Delta Chi and Advanced ing Stations.
Receipts 1374 Head, Barrows
Air Force ROTC.
lie was appointed entertain- and Gills 2550( Lower: Sows
ment editor after serving for Steady to 25e Lower.
a year as arts editor on the US 1-2 200.230 lbs $18.25-18.75;
iiVersity paper and public re- US 1-3 190-230 !be $17.75-18.25:
lations director at the,.Guignol US 1-3 230.250 lbs 517.00-17.75;
US 2-3 240-280 lbs $16.25-17.00;
Theat re.
.
Ile ii& a transfer student,from SOWS:
- 1Testern Kentucky- University i US 1-2 2703.50 lbs $15 251
.
6.25;
%.here-he as assiitant neat 1)&1-3 300-450 lbs $14.25-15.25;
nowsPaper
school
. US 2-3 4006.50 lbs $13 50-14.50.
• Oitor on the
1
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Miss Peden To Be
At Ken-Bar Inn

MISS WATSON . .

Joe 11-linds Is On
UK . Kernel Staff
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Federal Hog
Market Report
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JOIN OUR MANY WINNERS EACH WEEK IN
OUR BASEBALL GAME OF THE WEEK
OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL MIDNIGHT
Prices in this ad good through Tuesday, May 21
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES. & WED.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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Miss Liberty
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/READ 1Y2 loaf 29c BEEF LIVER ib
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Hot Dog

BUNS
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CUT UP CHICKENS
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59C
Chuck Wagon
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49
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'
69c
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•
147,7173=7
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."11MIM Mem

pkg of 10 21`

sai Mao sea mi me
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ROLLS
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"
ma" tcicir m6771 Prime
2Pigs 49c FAT BACK b 10c ROAST FCiurtsst lb 49'
im
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pkg of 12
Godchaux
[with coupon)

111121=111,

.49
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69
jGAR RV.79'
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2blbx 59
3:AN 59
7,
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43
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Hunt's Pizza
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SOAP

3 for 39
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mi
En min me tone
Miss 1 ibert. - 5-1b. bag

14-0s. Bottle

8o1. cm

Puffin
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it 24
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TUNA
Triple Pack
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10 lb bag

Trial size

OXYD01.
LUX Liquid
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Nolan Ryan Pitches N.Y.
Mets To Win Over Houston

WEDNESDAY - MAY 15, 1968

Jorge's first
VON THREE
CHERRY HILL. N.J. (UPI)
CHICAGO 0/1 - Toni Boer-- The first stakes race won in
winkle of Tennessee, Loy Pet- this country by 1967 jockey
erson of Oregon State and Ron champion Jorge Velasques was
Dunlap of Illinois, the first the Betsy Ross at Garden State
three draft choices of the Chi- Park. On April 16, 1966. He won
with
cago Bulls, have signed with the six-furlong race
REGAINS TITLII
the National Basketball Assoc- Tagend
iation club.
MANCHESTER, Eng. Erb - Boerwinkle, the No. 1 seerCOLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI, combination Uon, is a seven-foot center and The most yards gained rushing..
Alan
Rudkin's
punches were credited today was Tennessee's second lead- by an Ohio State football team IS
with enabling the little Liver- ing scorer last season.
in a single game was 517,
pool battler to win a razor-thin
'against Illinois In 1962.
15-round decision over Walter
McGowan of Scotland and regain the British and Empire
bantamweight championship
Itudkin, who lost the title to
McGowan 20 months ago, won
referee Harry Gibbs' nod, 73%
points to 73 points, Monday
night.

Sports
Shorts

By VITO STILLINO
drive came with two out and
UPI Sports Writer
two on as rightfielder Pete Rose
Four years ago a high school
leaped for the ball against the
kid named Nolan Ryan from a
141.404.0.04.4414.00,90c.#44.
;••
pole. It bounced off his
place called Alvin, Team, went foul
glove for a two-run triple even
to the Astrodome in -.Houston
though the Reds bitterly proto watch Sandy K,pufax pitch.
tested the ball hit foul. Ron
"He mimed me, I just didn't
•
Swoboda followed with a single
think people could throw that
score Shamsky with what
to
By United Press internatiorset fast." Ryan remembers.
proved to be the winning run.
Even
more amazing is the
Reed Wins Fourth
fact that people now seem to
By AL CIAL s
Hank Aaron's ninth homer of
National League
!land hurler got strong support
that
Ryan,
think
a
who's
rookie
UPI Spares Writer
season and the five-hit pitfrom his teammates and left
W. L. Pct. MI. pitcher for the New
York Meta the
It took the Minneiota Twins the game after six innings with
ching of rookie Ron Reed proSt. Louis 19 10 .655 just two Pitches to finish Jim; a 9-8 lead. The A's added four San Fran 16 14 .533 3% at age 21, can also throw that pelled Atlanta to its victory
hard .
'Catfish" Hunter's bid for a, more runs and relievers Paul Atlanta
over Philadelphia. Reed boost17 15 .531 3%
He was buzzing the ball again
'mond consecutive perfect gamestindblad and Jack Aker shut- Pitt.;
ed his record to 4-0 with the
14 14 .500 4% Tuesday night
when he set
KNEE SURGERY
--as Rod Carew belted the 22- out the Twins the rest of the Los Ang.
1:11. tory.
15 17 .484
down the Cincinnati Reds 3-2
PITTSBURGH 5P5 - Veter::-year old righthander's second way to complete a 13-8 victory. Chicago
Frank Johnson's first major
15 17 .469 5%
on a four-hit, 14-strikeout perIngarfield of the
pitch over the center field fenIndians Top Yanks
league homer in the fifth inn- an center Earl
14 16 .457 5% formance which set a
Phila.
Met rewas schePenguins
Pittsburgh
: Ix for a homer.
League
the
as
run
American
deciding
the
5%
was
14 16 .467
In other
Cin.
at
cord for strikeouts in a game ing
surgery
duled
undergo
to
. "I had it on my mind when I action the league leading De- New York 13 16 .448 6
Willie
Giants edged Houston.
and boosted his season whiff
toout to pitch." admitted troit Tigers blanked Baltimore
McCovey's sacrifice fly in the Divine Providence hospital
13 16 .444 6
Houston
total to 58-tops in the Nationof a torn cartr. "But Carew hit it and 4-0, second-place Cleveland kept
fifth socred the other Giant day for removal
Tuesday's Results
• f
al League.
Teamoff Dave Giusti, who allow- ilage in his right knee.
run
pace by downing the New York New York 3 Cincinnati 2, n 7
- ••
Ryan is now 4-2 with his 58
mate Ken Schinkel will subCaledged
chargwas
but
Chicago
hits
two
n
".
1,
2,
4-2.
Philadelphia
only
ingt0
Yankees
ed
,A
Atlanta 3
strikeouts in 44 1-3 innings and
on his'
with the loss Mike McCor- mit to dmlar surgery
ifornia 7-8 and Boston topped San Fran 2 Houston 1,
he's allowed only six earned ed
knee.
left
victory.
mick, now 3-3, got the
Lou Angeles 1. Chicago 0, n
Ms.
Don Drysdale pitched a twoIn the National League, Los SL Louis at Pitts., ppd. rain
May
Perez,
Homer
Angels shut out Chicago 1-0,
hitter to blank the Cubs as the
Tedey's Probable Pitchers
them
of
came
on
Two
solti
NOW CHIEFS
picked up the triuSan Francisco nipped Houston
Cincinnati, Culver 1-2 at New homers by Tony Perez
in the Dodgers
KANSAS CITY, Mo. cm The loss went to Fergu2-1. Atlanta defeated Philadel- York, Knosznan 5-1, 8 p. m. fourth and Lee
mph
May in the EX.
more draft choices, inphia 3-1 and New York beet
Atlanta, Johnson 2-2 at Phil- th-the only lapses in the
son Jenkins, who allowed his Three
game
cluding
260-pound defensive end
p.
35
7
Cincinnati 3-2.
adelphia, Fryman 3-4,
only run on a forceout in the
for Ryan.
./0.̀
Tom Nosewicz of Tulane, have
Tiger hurler Earl W i!so n a.
sixth.
In other National League
agreed to terms with the Kanallowed the Orioles only four
St. Louis, Hughes 0-0 or Tor- games, Atlanta edged
Philadelsas City Chiefs of the Amerihits in handing the slumping res 2-1 at Pittsburgh, Veale phia 3-1, San
Francisco nipped
can Football League.
Birds their seventh straight de- 1-3, 8:05 p m
Houston 2-1 and Los Angeles
The Chiefs also signed runjest. Willie Horton drove in
Chicago, Hands 3-2 at Los blanked Chicago 1-0
The St.
back Robert Holmes of
ning
and
seventh
m.
p.
his
11
with
2-5,
runs
three
Angeles, Osteen
Louis-Pittsburgh game was rainSouthern University and lineRed Carew
Houston, Lemaster 3-3 at San
' eighth home runs to provide
._
ed out.
backer Wesley Williams of
Francisco, Perry 3-2 4 p. m.
1ie .0 myself. -There it goes.i' the fire power for Wilson.
"Th
American League,
In the
Texas Southern. Nosewicz was
jected
I
E
Games
Dark
Thursday's
all of a sudden everybody
Oakland drubbed Minnesota 13Kansas City's Ilth draft choice,
The Indians took advantage Cincinnati at New York
1. Chicago nipped California 7.
_Aso hitting shots."
Holmes was the 14th and WilshortYankee
n
by
an
error
Philadelphia,
of
at
.
Atlanta
6, Detroit blanked Baltimore 4The Twins 'rocked Hunter for
the 17th.
liams
Tony
on
n
Pittsburgh,
at
0. Cleveland nipped New York
Ahree homers and five runs in st°P Gene Michs91to score the St. Louis
Francisco
Tuesday, May 14
Horton's Crolin
San
at
Houston
Oakthe
but
inning,
first
4-2
the
and Baton edged Washinge seventh inn- Chicago at Los Angeles,
winning run
9-10 p. m.-Woods 'n' Waters
to 5-4 in 10 innings
WILLIAMS COMEBACK
ighth. Indian manLag. In
May Special . . Ch. 5.
a
took
It
towering,
disputed
HOUSTON C5 - Cleve
• •••
Dark was tossed out
American League
agar
two-run triple by Art Shim"Big Cat" Williams, who lost to
W L. Pct. GB
of the game by umpire Bill
Tlturedey, May 16
Cassius Clay in a bid for the
655 'Valentine in a dispute over a Detroit
19 10
Out-Munson
m.
10:30-11 p.
world heavyweight champion588 2
'penalty ball called on a tribe Cloy.
17 12
. Ch. 8.
ages
ship Nov. 14, 1966, is making a
••••
552 3
!pitcher Eddie Fisher for going Bait.
18 13
comeback at the age of 34 in
516 4
16 15
to his mouth with his hand.
Kinn.
Saturday, May 111
Jimmy Ellis' WBA
500 4%
Eddie Stanky's White Sox, in ().kI,aTMI
15 15
1230-1 p. m.-Car aid Truk quest of
title.
483 5
14 15
a rare display of batting pow- Boston
4.
.. Ch.
Promoter Earl Gilliam ansea.
448 6
13 16
er, clubbed 11 hits in gaining Wash.
nounced Tuesday that Williams;
438 8%
14 18
their victory, despite an equally Calif.
1-4 p m.-Baseball ...
who has a pro record of 65-6-1,
419 7
rare unimpressive pitching per- New York 13 18
cinnati vs PittsbergL Ch. 4.
Including 51 knockouts, will
407 7
11 18
formance. Duane JosePhsonl Chicago
3:304 p na-The Ostilham.
fight Roy Crear of Dallas in a
• •• •
Tuesdays Results
first borne run of the season
scheici@ed 10-rounder May 2.1.
with two out in the seventh oakiand 13 Minn. 8, night
8
Ch.
NM
-inning was the game-winning Chicago 7 California, 6 n
4-4:45 p. m.-The Prealmess
blow
Detroit 4 Baltimore 0, n
••• •
A throwing error by Paul Cleveland 4 New York 2. n
Art Sheatsky
Casanova in the 10th inning Boston 5 Washington 4, n
ro--Wide World of
.
p
4-5:30
Tia.y.s fongiiible pitowni
sky in the third inning to give
enabled the Fled Sox to beat
Ch. 8.
his
Ryan
SP4:411.
victory
Shamsky's
Harrelson
Washington. Ken
Oakland. Dobson 2-2 at Minbounced a grounder to short- nesota. Kaat 0-1, 9 p m
stop Ron Hansen with the bases
California. Hamilton 3-1 vs.
loaded Hansen threw home for Chicago. John 1-0 at Milwaukee,
.one out. but Casanova's toss to • p. m
Channel 4 Chaim.' 5 Channel
_
Channel 2_
!first base nicked Harrelson on
Baltimore, Hardin 4-1 at De115155
into
MbeaL11114
west
and
the helmet
a.
.
1 teas Leer
a...!cam
votii
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"Catfish" Hunter Fails In
Bid For 2nd Perfect Game
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Special

Save $8.00 on
American
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- Weekender
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Tall. cool Dairy Queen
Shakes are specially priced. Pick yowl'
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Air Conditioning Available or All Models
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we ever get a car like this off the drawing board;
We aivtrady lave.
The Karmonn Ghia,is at our showroom now
for less thon g2352.25
It you din t recognize it, maybe it's because you never sow,the Ghia quite this way
before.
Maybe you should look agoin.
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It will hove on air-cooled engine in bock.
'like thet Porsches that swept the Daytona 24•
hour endurance grind.
It will corner like a sports cor. Have o 4speed synchranized gear box like a sports car.
And the body will be designed by men who
design sports cars for a living.
go easy on gas. like a Volkswagen.
-And be as ecisy to service osa VW.
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THURSDAY - MAY 2,
1968

TWO-BEDROOM apartment. Ex.
tra nice. Air-conditioned, kitchen furnished, carpet and carport. Located in
Whitnell
Estates. No children or pets.
$90.00. Call 753-8513 after 7:00
p. m.
TFC

I.

)I-18-P 1 Hood, Dare, Clark-413, Inocula- driveway. This fine home
tion and Moly-Mixed. Murray just
$20,000.00.
LOST & FOUND
8' x 35' AMERICAN trailer, air- MODERN 4-BEDROOM home, Warehousing Corporation, Inc., 2-BEDRO
CARD OF THANKS
OM brick in Almo.
$3900,
carpet,
panelled
1%
tonditioner. Phone 753-7353.
Old Concord Road. Phone 753- Electric
We wish to extend our sinheat, 2 outbuildings, LOST: Key ring with six keys,
blacktop
acres
on
minutes
,
10
8220.
May-30-P
$8,500.00.
near Bilbrey's. Call 753-3043 cere thanks to our Mends and
to Murray. Jim Robinson, 3
STEREO 8 tape player. Almost TUCKER REALTY & INS CO., after 4 p. m.
THE "ARNHEITM AFFAlir-U. . avy U. Comdr.
NEW 3.point 5 ft Cutter with miles, on Pottartown Road.
M-16-C neighbors for their help given
Marcus
502 Maple Street, Murray, Kento us after the recent tornado.
Aurelius Arnhelter gives out with a puff
heavy gear box, stump jumper,
M-20-P new. Call 753-4620.
of smoke at the
FOR
tucky,
Your
RENT
acts
of
Phone
kindnes
s
will
753-4342; Donald
Washington hearing into his removal
solid tall wheel, $325.00 Also
as skipper of a dealways be remembered and may
stroyer while in Vietnam waters.
new 5' pull-type models, used.SMALL Cabin Cruiser, carpeted, STRAWBERRIES: Pick your R. & Pearl T. Tucker, Home
Rep. Joseph Resnick, Down
for
20(
SLEEPI
God
a
quart
Phone
bless
NG
Bring
all
trailer,
moter, only $850.00, 3
of you.
your
ROOKS, 1 block
753-5020; Bobby Grogan,
N.Y , launched the inquiry to
pick-up and pull-type models.
determine whether superior
from college, summer semester
own containers, 2 miles south Home Phone 753-4978. H-I
Taylor and Jessie Miller
•
Vinson Tractor Co. Phone 753- miles on Pottertown Road.
TC
officers acted properly on reports of
"irregular policies and
and fall semester for boys.
of Sedalia on Highway 381.
M-20-P
1TP
4892.
June-SC
practices" by Arnheiter while in command.
WANTED TO RENT
Phone 328-8543, Jessie Jones.
Call 753-8425 days, 753-5962
NEW AND USED tires. Tractor 3-PIECE sectional and formica
nightsTFC
M-18-C
CARD OF THANKS
WANTED: House with 3 or 4
fiats repaired. Speedy service. dinette set, both in good con"ww Vistird
" Puzzif
USED
0-BEDROOM, 10' x 50' house
We wish to express our sinGAS cook stove. Call 753- bedrooms. Wanted anytime durII-18-C
Vinson Tractor Co., Phone 753- dition. Call 489-3583.
5838.
U000
0
ing summer. Phone 753-4096. trailer on private lot, % mile cere thanks and appreciation to
MOM
M-17
-C
ACROSS
4892.
6-Note of scale
June-SC MATCHING DIVAN and chair.
000000 CUOUNI3
out of city limits. Call 753- all of our friends and neigh7-Genus of heaths
MU U1i0= (JOUR
I-Cover
6766 or 753-1682.
bors,
who
SALLY'S in-laws coming. She In good condition. Phone 753- SIAMESE KI'TTENS ready for
came
to
our
assist8-inc
M-17-C
arnation of
01311 UMOULI OOM
4-Mere secure
1d-16-C graduation, $15. Seal, chocolate,
SERVICES OFFEILID
ance after the tornado a few
Vishnu
didn't fluster-cleaned the car- 5735.
MEMO O0003 00
9-fornale ruff
blue, and lilac point. Also stud
9 Temporary
weeks ago.
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent 17
[MOM mamma
12-Macaw
6 INCH Aluminum service available, 514 Broad,
ruler
Your
kind
MAINT
electric shampooer $1. Big K. canoe. built by Grumma
ENANCE Unlimited Janthoughts and deeds 13.Creern
UOU0
10- Before
n Air- Phone 753-7770.
M-17.0 itor Service, Commercial, Inwill never be forgotten. May 14-Bitter vetch
00U0000 mum]
M-113-C craft Corp., 411 N. 16th. St.,
11-Worm
GO
NO30
0 WOO@
God bless each of you.
dustrial, Residential, 492-8485.
15-Trade
16-Number
M-16-P COMPLETELY equipped
GOO 00012P 730
35 WEANING PIGS. Phone Phone 753-8473.
Leon and Beside Miller 17-Likenesses
movM-23-C
ing
VUUT
van.
0030
7134493.
Phone
WO
753-7271.
d
M-16-C NEW SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
20-Una of
1TP 19-Condense
UUMOUU WOMB@
moisture
Japanese
M-31-NC PERMANENT HAIR Removal.
0000
0
BY OWNER: New three-bed- machine, $88.00. Singer Sewing
-frighten
0000
0
currency
2
0
Newest electronic short wave
21.0sving bird
21 King of beasts
THREATEN SUB
room brick house with many Machine Shop, 1301 Main. Open MOBILE HOME: W x 35' Su- method. Call for an
appointUa
TOKYO Mil - Fishermen of 23-Ocean
nice features, including carpet, 5 nights a week 'till 8:00 p. m. preme, good condition; carpet- .ment. Gerald Fitts,
32-Pronoun
44 Algonquian
THEY
WON'T
Registered
22 Assault
LIIAVII
35 Reports
M-16-C ed, one bedroom. Ideal for lake. Electoio
Sasebo threatened today to. 24-Heraldry
Indian
appliances, central heat, 1%
23-Ma
n's
gist.
grafted
Phone
36 Es isted
753-4386
ON
.
45
THEIR
-Couple
OWN
Call
blockade
753-8004
the port against the 27-Hostelry
.
deluxe tiled baths, family room, 2000 YARD assortm
nickname
M
37
More
difficult
-18-C
46-Possessed
ent of fab16-17-C
25.Singing rocs
U. S. nuclear submarine Sword- 21-Cooling derKe
39 Tree of birch
large closets and located in a rics. Closing out
47-Deposit
at 15( a yard. 1986 'WINSTON mobile home,
26-finishe1
family
TERMITES
48-french for
fish if it is established that the 2S-CONVT•nlor
very desirable area. Call 753- Singer Sewing Machine
NOTIC
211-Di
E
stant
40 Prohibitton
Shop, 12' a 51', two-bedroom, extra
Male
Go right on eating if you vessel is responsible for an
29-Cushion
3903 for an appointment.
42 Roster
SI.Parent
1301 Main. Open 5 nights.. a nice. Phone 753-8447.
30-11orie
31 -Repulse
M-17
ignore
-C
43-Large
unusuall
y
them
bundle
high
radioact
The
ivity in 31-Male sheep
ELECTROLUX SALES & Seranswer.
taldl99
M-16-C week 'till 8:00 p. m.
nearby
Kelly's
fishing
Pest Control,
waters.
BEAGLE puppies. Call Harold vice. Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
2 3
4
12-PISSISSO1
3
7
• '10 1 I
16 FT TEXAS MAID fiber glime MAMIYA-SEKOR
C-3 camera Maupin 436-5470 after 5:00 X Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
33-A state (abbr )
••:*
?•:•
boat with 70 horse Mercury with 1-105 mm
12
Locally
34-Al
lens, 1-180 mm p. m.
owned
no
lane
13
and
14111
operat14
hville, Ky.
M-16-NC
RiMay-26C
motor, trailer and tarp. Call lens, case and tri-pod.
M-Marry
NO ROYAL WELCOME
ed for 20 years. We can be
•••!••
Excellent
Is
•
753-8010.
7
M-16-C condition. Priced to sell. Call 30" WESTINGHOUSE electric FAYE FULTON is now employ- reached 24 hours a day.
NORWICH, England UPI - 37-Garden tool
rang e. Excellent ,conciition ed at Patty Ann's Beauty
NORWICH, England art - Stu- 30-18•111
24-16-P
SaGERMAN SHEPERD puppies. 762-2357.
20
39-Senas over
white. Call 7534463.
M-17-C, lon. She invites all her friends • IF IT'S A PEST CALL US • dents demonstrating against 40
AEC registered. Call 489-3881 CERTIFIED
-Poet
Phone 7534914
Soy Bean seeds.
to call for an appointment.
U. S. policy in Vietnam burned 41-11kirrates
23
24
25 6
A REAL NICE Indiana stone
Member Chamber of
British flags Monday when 43-Tavern
17
2-bedrooms on the first floor
28
Commerce and Builders
Princess Margaret arrived at 44-leipassere
dining area, large family room BONNIE BELL
10-04, special.
Association. LCP-195
30
the University of East Anglia. 46-Manage
32
and 3 rooms in a full basement regular $5.00 pint,
33
411-Reverence
$3.95 this
2 fireplaces, and a beautiful month only. Holland
31
SO-Part
of flower
Drug.
37
52-Oar.
2% acre lot. Located in Hardin
M-16-C
53-Race of lettuce
3$
A one-bedroom brick home on
54-lacier
FLEET
INCREA
SED
HELP WANTED
Highway 299, near Stella. Lo
ISTANBUL ix - The num- 5S-Grein
42
3
cated on nice lot and all fur
ber of Soviet naval vessels passDOWN
.44
nittire included for just $6.- PALACE DRIVE-IN will have
.te
47
ing through the Turkish slea
openings for full time waitressi
850.00.
1 flap
ights into the Mediterranean
49
2 Angto Saxon
A NEW 3-bedroom brick with es and kitchen help. Also some
2
has increased 250 per cent fin.
money
family room, dish washer and part-time work. Please come to
Located 100 Se. 13th St.
Story Avenue at 12th Street
33
3-Forgrve
ce 1964, a Turkish Foreign Of33
range, carpeting throughout, Palace Drive-In, Five Points.
4
-Cook slowly
H 13-C fice report said Monday.
Telephone 753-6767
5-11•Milats
Distr by United Natant Breaks
central heat and air-conditionM-16-C
ing, attached garage, paved
FOR RALE

517.
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GET
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As Lowas475.00 Down
86.27 Monthly (plus taxes & ins.)
Johnson Bros. Construction Co., Inc.

s

Peanuts'o

by Charles M. Schulz

High Excitement All the Way

.ANO WE FOL/NO qOUR CAP 3VER TWO
f3tOCK5 AOK, AND 04E OF ttOUR
940E5 TWEE ROCKS AILIAte AND NE
OF 4DUR SOCKS ILO &Mg tad*ANC.

AS GOOD AS GOLD
By lalWard Wymark

From the Coward-McCann, Inc.novel. 0 Copyrigh
t 1987,
Edward Wymark. Distributed by King /Natures :Syndicat
e.
WHAT HAS MATTENED
-aJohn Verreker. international air- I asked, wondering how he had ppioythg me. There was a dames
line pilot with playboy tendencies. known where my bank account It had Just been
a story to gain
involved
VALI
time. Then I remembered the
Vrc:ru"seh
d a min
t:
"
lt gfelir
p
171"First of all you really must two hundred
lot. Tony Hoerr. Cw
amilla VoaTiderpounds and mayell, and the latter's brother. Nicho- put out of your
head any idea lined the whole thing had been
las, in Hong Kong Mootyn's arrest
for smuggling gold into India, of going to the police and de- well planned. Perhaps
I had
camped Verreker to be questioned by nouncing a man who
ID after all
been meant to undo the WOMB
pollee about his •••CCIatiONI with
Idoetyn But Verreker, who had going'tobe your brother-In-law. and they had just been a
methfallen in love with Camilla Vander- Such behaviour is bad for
the od of finding a suitable lever
veil, and impressed by Nicholas'
friend. Too Pay Ling. an Oriental honour of the family. Not that, with which to blackmail me into
of apparent great wealth was per- or course, it would avail you
co-operation. The shortage of
suaded to carry two vase* to London
for an oneruilve friend of the pair anyway"
willing operatives must have
Verreker accidently discovered the
"I seem to remember inviting ; been prodigio
us to merit that
LOOKING
vases concealed narrottr s reported
you
to
get
out,"
I
said,
not
very
this to Hong Kong police and was
sort of wild scheme. But then
AT IT
asked to aid them by compteting the invenUvely, but it felt better I
realized the risks they wire
delivery Meanwht I r; Tony Moat yn
had obtained release from jail He than saying nothing at all.
running were small compared
met Verreker's flight at Karachi and
Crane answered, "Suppose ! with the rewards
. As I had long
asked him to pick up money await- your
conscience becomes active ; since realized,
ing Mostyn at • Beirut bank Then
my story would
in London • man named Ludovie and forces you to report to the ; probably
meet with disbelief if
Crime called at Verreker, flat to police. That
is bound to cause related to the incredul
pick up the Vlnel.
ous Chelme some trouble, however little. sea police.
CHAPT- ER 25
And I don't like trouble--in any
After going to the cinema I
1JDOVIC Crane blew smoke form."
went to the New Panama for
1
.
4 through
thin nostrils. In
I asked him what was in his
the window space, he stood mind That was what he seem- I a drink. After several I drained
Vie glans and nodded at Eddy.
looking down into the street. ed to expect of inc.
I might as well go home and
Then he went over to the bed"Suppose you continue to remem door and looked in. He ceive two hundred pounds from bath and wait for Crane to call
was unhurried and a small ; time to Urn,, in return for co- I me. Again I wondered If he
was sure I wouldn't go to the
black pistol was in his hand, I operation. . ."
police I concluded he must have
just as though he had collected;
You mean you're willing to
realized that he was safe enough
it from a drawer in the bed-bribe me to keep my mouth
on that score, and indeed was
room. The slit pocket in his I shut."
probably quite unworried.
mackintosh was big enough to
"No, Verreker. I wouldn't
I waited for change, then
carry it.
bother to do thaL There's a
He said, "So we are alone." ; much simpler way of keeping went out and up the stepa. The
"Quite alone. No police, so you silent on a really perman- air was cold outside after the
THIS IS ABSOLUTELY THE ‘411144
put that gun away."
ent basis." He smiled. "No, fog of the cellar. Above me,
.. PUT HIM FACE DOWN,
LATER. •
(I'M SORRY ABOUT
LAST PATIENT I SEE BEFORE
"Have you told them?"
what I was suggesting is that behind the railings I could see
WITH A WELL-PADDED HOT
THAT. AND THANK
a
I
man's
OFF.
legs,
THE
BABY HAS
and when I went
"How could I? There was no you might be interested in
WATER BAG UNDER HIS
POLKS HERE IS
siOU FOR EVERYCOLIC, LADY. UNTIL YOU GET A
time. Anyway, they Would be carrying further consignments through the iron gate I saw his
STOMACH. RUB HIS BACK AND
SURE GOltr T'MISS
DOCTOR WHO CAN WRITE A
here now, I assure you. if I had of . . of presents to me in the silhouette and a glowing cigTHING
THE BACK OF HIS NECK
YOU, DOC SAM
arette beneath the outline of
PRESCRIPTION ...
called them" Anger might hide future."
his
trilby
hat. As I closed the
my fear.
"Smuggling is not my line of
"You're in a jam, Verreker." huffiness. Every Customs man gate the cigarette dropped onto
the
pavement in a thousand
"So are you," I replied, "but I've ever come acrgss has been
let's call it quits and you clear suspicious of me," I complained. sparks, and a foot stubbed it
out with those vases, or I will
"You were very successful out.
I could see hhn more clearly limas
this time, Verreker." He lit •
go to the police."
as I walked towards him and
"I shouldn't do that," he said, cigarette. "Weren't you?"
smiling. "you'll get arrested. It's
"Just unlucky, I think. Un- noticed his expensive fawn
illegal to bring narcotics into lucky to have met a swine like overcoat. Beside the pavement
was a black Studebaker. The
the United Kingdom and you Vanderi.411 in the first place."
"Wasn't it his sister you met driving window was down and
did bring them in. did you not?
another man sat behind the
Eieeides you would be killed in the first place'?"
eventually."
"A girl like that shouldn't wheel.
aos 0 I
' _AM
'.'.".d
"You can't do that sort of have a brother like him. It's
•0.01 .0 WWII Plea.
The man in the trilby stepped
thing." I said.
like finding a mutilated man in out in front of me and said,
"I've done it," he replied a beauty competition.
Gro- "Excuse me. Mr. Verreker."
easily, and looking at him I tesque"
"Crane's move," I thought
Crane ignored that and went and said,
could believe it.
"Yes?"
"So it's a poor prospect for over to where the urns were
"Mr. Crane would like to see
you. Verreker. Prison, the loss on the table. He undid them
TELL HER AH
you please. He has sent his
TELL HER
BUT SHE SAYS
of your job and a bullet in the both and examined the white
THASS
A L REACN
AH'LL
TO TRY R.
guts is a rotten run of luck to packets in each one, then reHELP
THERE
GIT
'S
A
A
ONEOh,
said,
I
then
AN'
fatuousl
LIBE
;placed
yourself
y
RACE
them. Putting a vane un."
wleh on
EDDICAY-SHUN.F.• WHAR
"You can't imagine I'm going der each arm, he turned to face added, "What now 7"
IN TH'NEXT IF' YOU DON'T
WOULD
He opened the door of the
me I could feel the sweat on
to swallow all that '•
HERSTUDIOHERcar and watched me. I climbed
"What will you tell the police? my back
ONE
TO SEE
"I'll go now. Verreker While in the back seat and he followed
Two hundred pounds has alYOU
4 ready been credited to your I'm away don't go near the quickly and supplely, despite
brink account through the Hong polite That will just mean his plumpness.
S
Kong Shanghai Bank, in pay- trouble for you 'Play it my way
I recognized the fat man. He
ment for delivery of these vases. and you'll be in clover."
wan the oddity Camilla and
• -;
I
"You're coming back then?" had met on the stairs in Lester
The police will wonder why an
lirp att.
innocent fellow like you re"Somebody will be in contact Place.
i,elved two hundred pounds for with
you
before tomorrow.
"Mr. Crane would prefer you
nothing
In fact. it's highly Don't leave London and do as not to know the whereab
outs
'PrjC4fi
g
prtiblemat trill ailiether they you're told"
of his house so I'm afraid I
• • •
Wcitild accept; your ;idory.
Too
must request you to lie on thi
1441n
had to lose your job. %'erirker."
WONDERED whether Crane floor. Mr. Verreke
r.o what do ytat propose"" IttIts really considering ern- fro Be Costutur ei
yew
a- 3
5
..4,11604.11.
t`i•wor1-11 Cann
n.... I
C tit). twill INC
W)mark
----4411441AL
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DON'T YOU
THINK MY
PAINTING
LOOKS
REAL ?

by Ernie Bushmillar

KNOT
Q..!E RY

CAN'T YOU
ALMOST
FEEL THE
WIND AND
RAIN?
NOT
YET

JUST KEEP

Abbi•'N Slab

I'M STARTING TO GET
THE FEELINGOF IT NOW

by R. Van Buren

SHOVE

GlitNTLY..

•

•

a

Lir Abner

byAlCapp

SEEN

MADDEN I NGO/
BEAUTIFUL
GIRL

MARRIED

DIFFAUNT!!
ANYONE

SHE'LL FLUNK
OUT OF CoLLEGE

AM Et.E. \Nip-our

HELP

JJA

I.

•

aux

•

sp.
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JIM ADAMS BA

Northside
Shopping
Center
•,

LEDGILIII Ss

Prices Good Throiwh Tuesday, May 21s. '9'Z8

Northside
Shopping
Center

—

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
Boneless

Choice

CHUCK

ROAST
lb. 3
9

SWISS STEAK
RIB STEAK
CHUCK STEAK
MATCHLESS BACON
PIMENTO CHEESE
HAM IALALI

II

79
lb 79
lb 49
lb 49
49
49
lb

STORI M 1DI

a or Cup
WIORE S1.‘1)1.
8-01. Cup

CHICKEN FRESH
BREAST
lb.

1,
.................114moovir.41441881141M414411.0•111.411•44MIONMOMN

C61.GATE. TOOTHPISTE
1.ISTERINE
t.
PEPTO DISMOL tz._
ST J0S1111 1SPIRIN ,ts
VIM'S L. • _ _

R.

CAMPBELL'S

‘4)%1

NOW

CAMPBELL'S

Pork&
Beans

AJAX

79'

511)40z
NOW 69e

DEL MONTE

1114),
Hume

STITI ‘1111111i 1111
SOAP
1111f
Ii 11 lulU
111011, .rt.,.__
111 1111i115

DETERGENT

NOW

TOMATO OR VEG.

SOUP 7/88

73f.

AMMISI

CATSUP
4/88
1

6 FOR

99'

I 1 Sill 1 DRINK

DEL MONTE

DEL MONTE

FRUIT COCKTAIL

PINEAPPLE
GRAPEFRUIT

3: 8V

4

JIM ADAMS 1.G.A. STORE POLICY . . .
NO STAMPS . ..
NO COUPONS

No G1\M2S

r

_— 10e
29'

DEL MONTE

— — Is

t

COED WATER

FROSTY ACRES

KR A FT

a

No. 303 Can

PEAS
4/8e

A
• sw

sic
Vic
pal
Tr

4/

y88
88
SA
LA
D
AP
PL
E.
SURF WAFFLES GRAPE DRESSING BISCUITS
B
e
10
29
39
I.G.A.
JUST LOW PRICES

a

Jirge

_ -————

3/8V
!GA
CAKE MIX

.140 S5.99 FORCED PURCHASES

—Oultrt4r

an
ion
Pr
Of
Ho
• eht
thr
'St
WI
Pre
of
ate
aid

ALL BRANDS

V

FROZEN

Large Size

„Y

8°

Jar

GREEN BEANS
No. 303 Can

ANGEL FOOD
CAKES 39

8/8F
FRESH

U

S NO 1

C

r,

SALAD
"
WA

BUNNY

PEANUT BUTTER
1

r

It7uLrja519

YELLOW

•

it;
Jur
on
wei
stu
Jar
cit)
the
had
cha
it
mei
tak,
unl,
wer
fact
Mat

2/8V

Je
Su

FLORIDA

LETTUCICEEBERG
CORN
RED POTATOES ONIONS
ORANGES
t1i bag
10 lb bag
2 29'
3
Dot 39(
3 19
59
29
400$04mookSTORE OPEN 24 Hours DAILY - CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS I C A It's the total on the tape that counts!
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